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Important User Information
Disclaimer
The information in this document is for informational purposes only. Please inform HMS Industrial Networks of any
inaccuracies or omissions found in this document. HMS Industrial Networks disclaims any responsibility or liability
for any errors that may appear in this document.
HMS Industrial Networks reserves the right to modify its products in line with its policy of continuous product
development. The information in this document shall therefore not be construed as a commitment on the part of
HMS Industrial Networks and is subject to change without notice. HMS Industrial Networks makes no commitment
to update or keep current the information in this document.
The data, examples and illustrations found in this document are included for illustrative purposes and are only
intended to help improve understanding of the functionality and handling of the product. In view of the wide range
of possible applications of the product, and because of the many variables and requirements associated with any
particular implementation, HMS Industrial Networks cannot assume responsibility or liability for actual use based on
the data, examples or illustrations included in this document nor for any damages incurred during installation of the
product. Those responsible for the use of the product must acquire sufficient knowledge in order to ensure that the
product is used correctly in their specific application and that the application meets all performance and safety
requirements including any applicable laws, regulations, codes and standards. Further, HMS Industrial Networks will
under no circumstances assume liability or responsibility for any problems that may arise as a result from the use of
undocumented features or functional side effects found outside the documented scope of the product. The effects
caused by any direct or indirect use of such aspects of the product are undefined and may include e.g. compatibility
issues and stability issues.
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Preface

1.1

About This Document
This document explains how to configure correctly access to remote devices based on user
groups and Ewon pools in a Talk2M PRO account.
For additional related documentation and file downloads, please visit www.ewon.biz/support.
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Introduction
Talk2M is a secure industrial connectivity service in the cloud allowing easy remote access and
remote monitoring of industrial devices.
Talk2M is designed to securely allow users to connect to their remote assets for troubleshooting
and monitoring.
On one side, an Ewon connected to a machine establishes a secure VPN connection to the
Talk2M infrastructure.
On the other side, authorized users establish a secure connection to Talk2M which then acts as a
relay between the user and the Ewon.

Fig. 1

Talk2M concept

With Talk2M’s VPN client software, eCatcher, users can connect to their remote equipment for
programming and troubleshooting.
Users can also use Talk2M’s HTTPS web portal, M2Web, to view key performance indicators for
their systems as well as monitor remote HMIs, PCs, and web servers from any device with a web
browser.
For those users who need to interact with their equipment using mobile applications, the
eCatcher Mobile app is available to create secure connections from their mobile devices.
While there are many benefits to remote access, there are security concerns associated with
allowing remote access as well.
Talk2M account administrators can manage these concerns by controlling the access privileges
granted to different users including restricting which devices a user can access, when the user
has access, and the mechanisms by which a user is able to connect.
For example, a factory owner might wish to give remote access privileges to a machine builder
for troubleshooting a machine.
With Talk2M PRO account, the factory owner can limit the machine builder’s access to only
those devices supported by the machine builder and grant access only when a machine needs to
be serviced; during all other times, the machine builder’s access is disabled.
Likewise, while a machine builder needs to be able to access all their machines for remote
support, they might want to also give their customers the ability to monitor key values on their
machines.
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With Talk2M, the machine builder can grant different levels of access rights to their own service
team and their customers so that the service team has full remote access to all machines and
customers are limited to remotely monitoring their own machines through M2Web.
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Talk2M Pro account administrators can define which users have access to which Ewons as well as
what rights users have regarding user management and device management.
These access and management rights are controlled through <User Groups> and <Ewon Pools>.
<Ewon Pools>
<Ewon Pools> are collections of Ewons.
Users who have some level of access right to an Ewon in an Ewon pool will have that same level
of access right to all Ewons in that same pool. Every Ewon must belong to at least one Ewon pool.
<User Groups>
<User Groups> define the access rights that member users have on different <Ewon Pools> as
well as what administrative roles users have on the account, their own user group, and other
user groups.
Every user must belong to at least one user group.

3.2

Default Configuration
Initially, a Talk2M Pro account includes a single Ewon pool, the Device pool, and two user
groups, Administrators and Users.

Fig. 2

Example of users rights

The Administrators user group has all permissions including managing all user groups, managing
all Ewon pools, modifying the account settings, and access to all Ewons.
This group cannot be deleted, but it can be renamed. Its roles and permissions cannot be edited.
The first user associated with the account creation is automatically a member of the
Administrators group. It is strongly recommended to have more than one user in this group.
Members of the Users user group may connect to Ewons in the default <Device pool>.
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They do not have administrator privileges on the <Device pool> or on any existing user groups.
They also may not create new user groups or Ewon pools. The roles and permissions of the Users
user group can be edited.
Modifying the user and device rights is performed through the eCatcher software.

3.3

Ewon Pools
Ewon pools are created or modified from the Pools window in eCatcher.

3.3.1

Creation
To create an Ewon pool, proceed as follows:
1.

Click the Add button to create a new pool.

2.

Enter a Pool Name and specify which User Group will manage this pool.
This user group will then receive automatically the User can administer rights on this pool.
The list of groups in the dropdown menu consist of the groups which you belong to that
have the rights to create pools.
The default group is the Administrators group.

Fig. 3

3.3.2

New Pool creation

Modification
To modify or delete an existing pool:
•

Highlight the pool.

•

Click the Properties button.

Add or Remove Ewon(s)
Ewons can be added or removed from an Ewon pool either:
•

from the Properties page of the pool;

•

from the advanced settings of the Ewon;

•

from the Add Ewon button on the main view.
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From the Properties page

Fig. 4

Add an Ewon through a pool

From the advanced settings of the Ewon

Fig. 5

Advanced settings of an Ewon

From the Add Ewon

Fig. 6
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For Ewons added to the Talk2M PRO account through the Add Ewon button, pool assignment
occurs as part of the Add Ewon wizard.
If Auto-Registration is enabled for the account, you are allowing Ewons to be registered without
the need to specify theEwon first inside the Talk2M account. eCatcher will automatically assign
Ewons to the pool indicated in the <Account Properties>.

3.4

User Groups
User groups are created or modified from the Groups window in eCatcher.

3.4.1

Creation
To create a new group, proceed as follows:
1.

Click the Add button to create a new group.

2.

Enter a Group Name and specify which User Group will manage this group.
This user group will then receive automatically the User can administer rights on this group.
The list of groups in the dropdown menu will consist of the groups to which you belong that
have the right to create user groups.
The default group is the Administrators group.

Fig. 7
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The <Operational Roles> specify the rights of users in this user group regarding the Talk2M email
Relay. See Email & Text Messages(SMS) Relay using Talk2M from Related Documents, p. 3 for
more information about sending SMS and email through Talk2M.
The <Admin Roles> describes whether members of this user group can create new Ewon pools,
create new user groups, and add, delete, or modify other users belonging to this user group.

Fig. 8

Roles inside a user group

If this user group can administer other user groups, add the groups to be administered in the
<Roles on Groups> page.

Fig. 9

Administrator permissions

On the next page, specify which Ewon pool(s) this user group can connect to or modify.
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Pool settings

Modification
To modify or delete an existing user group:
•

Highlight the user group.

•

Click the Properties button.

Add or Remove User(s)
Users can be added or removed from a user group either:
•

from the Properties page of the group;

•

from the advanced settings of the user;

From the Properties page

Fig. 11
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From the advanced settings of the Ewon

Fig. 12

Advanced settings of a user group

They can also be added or removed from a group in the Permissions & Groups section of the
<Properties> page for the user.
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Examples
For some organizations, the default user groups and Ewon pools are sufficient.
Typically, in cases like these, all users need to be able to access all equipment.
For example: a machine builder might want to grant their own service engineers access to all the
machines since they might need to support them.
Similarly, a factory owner might want to grant their all of maintenance team access to all the
machines within their own facilities. Access is limited to users with similar roles.

Fig. 13

User rights example

In this configuration all users on the Talk2M PRO account have full access to the connected
equipment, but only members of the Administrator group, such as the service team managers or
IT managers, have the right to add or delete users and Ewons.
Once an organization wants to grant different levels of access to different types of users, more
user groups and Ewon pools become necessary.
Below are some examples of how different organizations might configure their Talk2M PRO
accounts.

4.1

Machine Builder
While a machine builder needs to be able to access all their machines for remote support, they
might also want to give their customers the ability to monitor key values on their machines.
With Talk2M, the machine builder can grant different levels of access rights to their own service
team from their customers.
The service team has full remote access to all machines and customers are limited to remotely
monitoring their own machines through M2Web.
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Fig. 14

Example 1 – user permission

To do this, the machine builder creates an Ewon pool for each of their customers.

Fig. 15

Example 1 – Pools of Ewons

Then the machine builder makes a user group for each customer.
These user groups only have M2Web access to the Ewons in the pools.
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Fig. 16

Example 1 – Properties of group

The machine builder also makes a user group for their Service Engineers.
The members of this group can administer the Ewons in all the pools.
This means they can add, delete, and modify the Ewons in the pools as well as connect to them
through eCatcher and M2Web.

Fig. 17

Example 1 – Group properties

The default Administrator group maintains the rights to create new pools and groups and
administer all Ewons and users. The managers of the service team would be members of the
Administrator group.
Once the Ewon pools and user groups are created, each user can only see and connect to the
Ewons for which they are authorized.
However, to restrict what each group can access on and behind an Ewon, the LAN Devices and
Firewall settings must be configured for each Ewon.
In the LAN Devices and Firewall section of the <Properties> page for each Ewon, the machine
builder sets the firewall setting to Ultra to restrict access to the LAN devices and to the Ewon’s
gateways and services.
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Since the Service Engineers need to access the devices behind the Ewon and the customers
should not, the LAN Devices, such as the machine’s PLC and HMI, are defined and only the
Administrators and Service Team are granted access.

Fig. 18

Example 1 – LAN device

The Ewon’s services are similarly restricted to prevent unauthorized access of the Ewon’s
webserver by the customers.

Fig. 19

Example 1 – Service

When the account is configured like this, the members of the Service team can see and access
their machines for remote programming and troubleshooting through eCatcher.
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Fig. 20

Example 1 – eCatcher window

At the same time, the customers can see the KPIs that the machine builder configured to display
for them (using M2web), but they cannot connect to anything to make changes.

Fig. 21

4.2

Example 1 – M2Web platform

Factory Owner
A factory owner might have machines from many different machine builders.
From time to time, the machines have problems and the factory owner needs the machine’s
builder to provide support.
With a Talk2M Pro account, the factory owner can give remote access privileges to the machine
builder for troubleshooting and support.
Using user groups and Ewon pools, the factory owner can limit the machine builder’s access to
only those devices supported by the machine builder and grant access only when a machine
needs to be serviced; during all other times, the machine builder’s access is disabled.
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Fig. 22

Example 2 – Scheme of example

In this example, the factory owner creates an Ewon pool for each of their machine builders.

Fig. 23

Example 2 – Pools

Then the factory owner makes a user group for each machine builder.
These user groups can connect to the Ewons associated with their machines through eCatcher
and M2Web, but they cannot administer those Ewons.
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Fig. 24

Example 2 – Group properties

The default Administrator group maintains the rights to create new pools and groups and
administer all Ewons and users.
Since the factory owner only wants to allow the machine builder access when there is a problem,
users are set to disabled until needed.

Fig. 25

Example 2 – eCatcher window

When a problem occurs and the factory owner needs support, he can enable the appropriate
user.
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Fig. 26

Example 2 – Enable a user

Once the user is enabled, the user can log in, connect to the Ewon, and troubleshoot the
problem.

Fig. 27

Example 2 – Active connection

When the problem is resolved, the user can again be set to disabled and can no longer access
any machines.
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Fig. 28
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